
STORY DESIGN & PHOTOS



STORY DESIGN

Shape stories into rectangles

What make up stories?
Headlines, sub-headlines, bylines, text, photos, captions, infographics 

70% of stories run with no art
25% with one piece of art
5% with more



STORY DESIGN |  photos

Things to consider:

● Size
● Content
● Direction 
● Crop



The orientation of your photo is an important factor to consider 
when laying out your story. 

● Landscape
● Square
● Portrait
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STORY DESIGN |  order

Proper order of elements:

1. Photo
2. Cutline
3. Headline
4. Text



Proper order of elements:

1. Photo
2. Cutline
3. Headline
4. Text
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STORY DESIGN |  multiple photos

● Vary the size and shape of the photos

● Always make one photo dominant (substantially bigger than 

the others - also called a lead photo)

● Choose the best, most compelling and relevant photo to 

make dominant



STORY DESIGN |  multiple photos











PHOTOS |  guidelines

Every photo should:

● have a clear center of interest

● look natural, not posed or over processed

● have a cutline!

● be relevant

● all necessary faces should be at least the size of a dime



PHOTOS |  guidelines

GOOD PHOTOS TELL A STORY

● Contain a visual message

● Add interest and context

● Use action photos of real people

● Consider the message before you use it



"MOURNING FREDDIE GRAY"

Men mourn the death of Freddie 
Gray in West Baltimore, a day 
after his funeral riots broke out. 
Gray died from spinal cord injury 
sustained while in police custody 
on April 12. String police shootings 
and brutality have a massive 
launched national protests and the 
"Black Lives Matter" protests. 
Many question, maybe the race 
relations in America have not 
changed since the riots of 1960



ISTANBUL PROTEST

12 March 2014

Istanbul, Turkey

A young girl was wounded during 

clashes between riot police and 

protesters after the funeral of Berkin 

Elvan, a 15-year-old boy who died from 

injuries suffered during anti-government 

protests. Riot police fired tear gas and 

water cannons at protesters in the 

capital Ankara, while in Istanbul, crowds 

shouting anti-government slogans lit a 

huge fire as they made their way to a 

cemetery for the boy’s burial. 

(Bulent Kilic)



ORPHANED RHINO

23 November 2014

A group of young Samburu warriors encounter a 

rhino for the first time in their lives. Most people in 

Kenya never get the opportunity to see the wildlife 

that exists literally in their own backyard.

 

Organized by sophisticated, heavily armed criminal 

networks and fueled by heavy demand from newly 

minted millionaires in emerging markets, poaching 

is devastating the great animals of the African 

plains. Much needed attention has been focused on 

the plight of wildlife and the conflict between 

poachers and increasingly militarized wildlife 

rangers, but very little has been said about the 

indigenous communities on the frontlines of the 

poaching wars and the work that is being done to 

strengthen them. These communities hold the key 

to saving Africa’s great animals.

(Ami Vitale)



KITCHEN TABLE

26 August 2014

Donetsk, Ukraine

Damaged goods lie in a kitchen in 

downtown Donetsk. Ordinary workers, 

miners, teachers, pensioners, children, 

and elderly women and men are in the 

midst of the conflict in eastern Ukraine. 

Artillery fire killed three people and 

wounded 10 on 26 August 2014.

(Sergei Ilnitsky)



Toni Greaves
Freelance
"RADICAL LOVE"
The youngest nuns enjoy playing 
soccer during their half hour 
recreation period. Sister Maria 
Teresa (right) attempts to pass the 
ball to Sister Joseph Maria (left). 
The Dominican Nuns of Summit, 
New Jersey, are a cloistered 
Roman Catholic monastic 
community founded in 1919. Their 
primary mission is to pray for the 
salvation of souls by leading a 
hidden life of prayer.



Kai Pfaffenbach
Reuters

"DRIVING UP-SIDE-DOWN"
Williams Formula One driver Massa 
of Brazil crashes with his car in the 
first corner after the start of the 
German F1 Grand Prix at the 
Hockenheim racing circuit



Joel Marklund
Bildbyrån

"GOLD WINNING GOAL"
Sidney Crosby of Canada scores 
the 2-0 goal behind Swedish 
goaltender Henrik Lundqvist in 
the ice hockey final between 
Canada and Sweden during the 
Winter Olympic Games on 
February 23, 2014 in Sochi, 
Russia. Canada won the final.



Robert Sabo
New York Daily News

"OUT WITH A BANG"
New York Yankees shortstop Derek 
Jeter #2 ends the game and his 
career at home with a walk-off 
base hit when the New York 
Yankees played the Baltimore 
Orioles on New York Yankees 
shortstop Derek Jeter #2 last day 
playing at Yankee Stadium 
Thursday, September 25, 2014 in 
the Bronx, New York.



Migrant Mother
(Dorthea Lange)



Gen. Nguygen Ngoc Loan, a South 
Vietnamese police chief, killing 
Vietcong suspect Nguygen Lem on 
a Saigon street during the early 
stages of the Tet Offensive in 
1968. (Eddie Adams)



Ali vs. Liston
(Neil Leifer)



Battle of Iwo Jima Flag Raising
(Joe Rosenthal)



“Tank Man”
Tiananmen Square
(Jeff Widener)



Marilyn Monroe
(Richard Avedon, 1957)



D-Day Invasion, Omaha Beach
(Robert Capa, 1944)



Man walks on the Moon
(Neil Armstrong, 1969)



PHOTOS |  blogs & sites

http://darkroom.baltimoresun.com/ 

http://www.worldpressphoto.org/

http://www.bostonglobe.com/news/bigpicture 

http://www.poyi.org/ 

http://lens.blogs.nytimes.com/ 

http://imagedeconstructed.com/ 

http://petapixel.com/ 
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PHOTOS |  bad vs. good

Photos can be technically bad (blurry, bad lighting, etc.) or aesthetically 

bad (no center of interest, staged, bad faces, unbalanced, etc.)

Make sure your photos are both technically and aesthetically sound





PHOTOS |  cropping

Crop photos for higher impact

● A good crop eliminated what is not needed, creates focus and/or 

adds impact

● A bad crop amputates body parts, forces the images into a bad shape 

or changes the meaning of the photo





PHOTOS |  terms

Grayscale: black and white images.

Image size: the physical dimensions of an image.

File size: the "digital weight" of an image or the amount of space it takes up on disk 

(ex: 10kbs or 50mbs).

Dots Per Inch (DPI): 300 for print, 72 for web. A higher DPI indicates a 

high resolution image which will print with better resolution.

Resolution: The quality of detail in a digital image.

TIFF: Most common file format for print images.

JPEG: Most common file format for online images.



Photo spreads are self contained layouts with big, bold photos and little text

● Covering major events
● Exploring a topic or trend
● Profiling a personality
● Displaying objects, places

PHOTOS SPREADS





PHOTO SPREADS  |  guidelines

● Mix up sizes, shapes, perspectives, horizontal, vertical, close up, etc.

● Position photos carefully.

● Use a grid.

● Make one photo dominant.

● Keep text short, modular.

● Use cutlines and be creative with placement.

● Don’t be afraid of white space.











PHOTOSHOP



Toolbar

Color

Adjustments

Layers
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